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INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- OUTSIDE VIDYUTH’S ROOM- DAY 

Slow zoom in on the door. Pushpavalli’s mom heard screaming. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM (V.O.)
Why have you kept the necklace 
inside the bathroom? 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- INSIDE VIDYUTH’S ROOM- DAY

Pushpavalli, dressed as a bride, is looking into a mirror. We 
hear the flush sound. Her eyes tear up. Mother steps out of 
the bathroom, shouting at Pushpavalli. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM 
Why did you keep the necklace 
inside? Verum kazhuthode velle 
pozhirippe. (looks at Pushpavalli) 
Started huh... Just when something 
good is happening you start crying. 
Finally someone said yes to you. 
Somehow he likes also that you are 
chubby! 

PUSHPAVALLI
Amma... Amma I just wanted-

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Exactly! Just like you wanted, he 
is from Bangalore. Now what you 
want? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Pankaj-

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Huh? Pankaj-ah? Yennedi vazhyaru 
pesayara maadri pesara. I asked you 
before only if you and that Pankaj 
had something. Kudumba maaname 
kappal yeri poyidum. Ooru 
saadharanama sirrikaadu di. 
Vazhuchindi sirrikum-

PUSHPAVALLI
-Chi ma apdi ille. Its just 
that...I miss appa... and Pankaj is 
the only man who is like family to 
me, and I want him to be there to 
give me away-
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
In our engagement yellam this is 
not needed-

PUSHPAVALLI
Ma...please ma. Just go and call 
him no ma so I can convince him.

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Pushpavalli-

PUSHPAVALLI
Please ma... for appa. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
(walking away)

Aa oon na appa ille appa ille. Even 
I dont miss that man so much but 
you keep asking for him

Pushpavalli stops crying and waits for her mother to go

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM (V.O.)
Madan. Pankaj-eh paathiya? Illiye? 
Kalla kanda naaya kaanam. Naaya 
kanda Kalle Kaanam 

Pushpavalli locks the door and then rushes to window.

PUSHPAVALLI
Bol! 

T-BOI
Madam...pata chal gaya kab aa rahe 
hain? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Kab? 

T-BOI
Aa hi nahi rahe! 

PUSHPAVALLI
Kyun? 

T-BOI
Woh zyada paise de rahe hai inko 
wahan laane ke liye...Aur yeh meri 
baat hi nahi sun raha...kyunki main 
bolta hindi hun, woh sunta tamil 
hai aur bolta english hai! Aap hi 
aake baat karlo-
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PUSHPAVALLI
Agar main bahaar aa sakti thi toh 
toh tujhe kyun bulaya meri sagai pe-

T-BOI
...Baat toh sahi hai aapki madam... 
ek kaam karte hain....Unke saath 
conference call kar lete hain.... 
Main aapko phone karta hun... 
kyunki mere paas conference ki 
suvidha nahi hai.... Aap unko call 
karo fir mujhe jod doh... kyunki 
main khud se toh jud nahi sakta- 
(continues talking)

She gets irritated, gathers her saree, jumps out the window. 

PACKAGING 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- PORCH AREA- DAY 

Pankaj and Bhavna are standing next to a table that has rock 
sugar. Pankaj is spraying rose water. Bhavna is directing 
people to the back. Pankaj eats one of the rock sugar and 
Bhavna stares him down. 

PANKAJ
What? As if your dad paid for it. 

BHAVNA 
Did she tell you she was planning 
to get engaged? 

PANKAJ
No.

BHAVNA
She didn’t tell me also

PANKAJ
Ya why would she tell you? 

BHAVNA
Excuse me I am her best friend. 

PANKAJ
Best friend? Maybe in 6th standard 
when you guys spoke were exchanging 
friendship bands and shit. But not 
anymore. Now no knows her better 
than I do. 
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BHAVNA
Uh hello I know she moved to 
Bangalore for the boy. 

PANKAJ
Awww is that what she told you? 
Huh? Were you there when she stole 
his fucking dog? Were you there 
when she hid it in my library? Were 
you there when she broke her leg? I 
am sorry were you the one who 
ambushed her in his bedroom?  

BHAVNA
What?

PANKAJ
Ya she did. Bestie! No one knows 
what a fuck up she is like I do ok. 

BHAVNA
I don’t even think you like her. 

PANKAJ
I like her. I like my appendix. I 
don’t need it. But it hasn’t 
inflamed enough for me to get rid 
of it. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Pankaj! Va pa. This Pushpavalli 
wants you to walk her down the 
aisle like one Christian. 

PANKAJ
What? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
She is saying your family or 
something. Just come and handle it. 
Everyone is waiting for her-

BHAVNA
Aunty but he doesn’t even like her-

PANKAJ
Hello bestie relax. This is a 
family matter. Come mummy... I mean 
auntie. 
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EXT. OUTSIDE IN LAWS HOUSE- LANE - DAY3 3

Pushpavalli is pacing around, waiting for someone. T boi is 
on a lookout. Lakshman enters

LAKSHMAN
(to T boi)

Thallu da. Mara mande. 

Lakshman walks up to Pushpavalli

LAKSHMAN (CONT'D)
Yenne? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Why is Guruji leaving? He’s 
supposed to stay here!

LAXMAN
Eh, what you think Guruji is lift 
or what? Press up button and he’ll 
come, press hold button he’ll stay? 
Where will you press guruji?-

PUSHPAVALLI
-My engagement starts in 15 minutes 
and I paid you for ‘them’ to be 
here. Not for Guruji to go 
there...Ill tell Guruji youre 
taking bribe?

LAXMAN
Oh! Ill tell your mother youre 
giving bribe? 

PUSHPAVALLI
If you tell my mom Ill tell Guruji 

LAXMAN
If you tell guruji Ill tell your 
mom

PUSHPAVALLI
If you tell...

LAXMAN
...Haan! 

PUSHPAVALLI
Fine! Nobody has to tell anybody 
anything. I paid you to keep guruji 
here! 
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LAXMAN
But they are paying more no! On top 
of that they’re also sending SUV 
with chip, water bottle, polo. 
Youre just giving some kalkandu. 
And there is no umbrella also. I AM 
TANNING. 

T-BOI
Chathri laake dedun madam? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Koi zaroorat nahi hai!

She removes money from her blouse.

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
Take this...Now...keep Guruji here! 

Laxman takes the money, looks at it looks back at them.

LAXMAN
(returns money) Keep this and send 
me your IFSC code no?

PUSHPAVALLI
Why? 

LAXMAN
I am sending back the rest of the 
money also huh... You think I am a 
cheapo! I won’t be insulted like 
this. (Walks away) Vayadi wants Gol 
Gumbaz for the price of one masala 
dosa... 

Laxman starts walking away towards T Boi. 

T-BOI
(screams) Ho gaya madam? 

PUSHPAVALLI
(watches Lakshman, walks to him. T 
boi joins her).....Wait! 

Laxman stops. Pushpavalli takes off her necklace as she walks 
to him. 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
Keep this. And Keep Guruji here. 
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He takes the necklace and puts it in his jhola. Then he 
stands there staring at them smiling as they stare back. 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
...Call them!!!

LAKSHMAN
Eh they are already on their way. 
You go wait in the room ok. And 
dont shout so much. Do some kapaal 
bhaati. Drink some moru... and eat 
less

T-BOI
(to Lakshman)

I love also drinks sir. 

Lakshman leaves.

T-BOI (CONT'D)
Kabhi kabhi kitna acha bolte hain 
na mada... 

Pushpavalli shuts him up with a look and walks away.

DOOR BANGING

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE - OUTSIDE VIDYUTH’S ROOM DOOR- DAY

Pushpavalli’s mom and Pankaj are banging on the door.

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Pushpavalli! Kadave thore!!! 

PANKAJ
Don’t do anything stupid dude! 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Stupid na? 

PANKAJ
Stupid na... like trying to hurt 
herself or something

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Haan if she is doing drama means 
atleast keep the door open. Ill 
have excuse to tell everyone! 

PANKAJ
Aunty thats really cold hearted 
okay. Can you just relax right now?
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Cold hearted aavadu mayyir aavadu. 
(starts banging door) PUSHPAVALLI!

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE - VIDYUTH’S ROOM WINDOW- DAY

Pushpavalli is climbing into the room. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM (V.O.)
Pushpavalli kadave thore! Why have 
you locked the door! 

PUSHPAVALLI
Ya ya one minute... I was in the 
Bathroom! (jumps in) Shit. 

PANKAJ
Ok she is in the bathroom thats 
all. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
She is in the bathroom means why is 
the main door locked? 

PANKAJ
Aunty why are you looking at logic 
right now. Maybe she had to take 
her saree off to go to the 
bathroom. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM 
There is no need to take off your 
saree. Just pull your petticoat up 

PANKAJ
Dont make it graphic like that! She 
doesnt know aunty! Its the first 
time she is getting engaged 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
This is not the first time she is 
wearing a saree no! 

PANKAJ
Can you just top attacking her 
right now? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
I am attacking her? I am attacking 
her? Pankaj the boys side is 
attacking me asking me where is the 
girl. They think I dont even have a 
girl! 
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PANKAJ
Can you just empathize for 1 minute 
This is a boig day for her She 
might be nervous. You were also 
nervous when you got engaged right? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Nonsense! I was raring to go, you 
know that! 

PANKAJ
No I dont know that! I wasnt there 
at your engagement cermony! Please 
give me one second. Ill get her 
out. (bangs the door) Yo 
Pushpavalli just come out dude! 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE - VIDYUTH’S ROOM- DAY

As mother and Pankaj talk outside Pushpavalli looks around 
for ideas, notices her pinnal, wraps it around her hand and 
starts tugging it hard. It doesnt come out. She then looks at 
the mirror, drops her face to the table and hurts her head. 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE - OUTSIDE VIDYUTH’S ROOM DOOR- DAY

Pushpavalli opens the door with a straight face. She has a 
scar on her forehead. 

PUSHPAVALLI
I slipped and fell ma. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
(exasperated) Correctly you had to 
hurt your face only. Couldnt have 
hurt any other body part? 

PANKAJ
Aunty she is bleeding aunty! Is 
there dettol or something? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
No need. Go call the make up lady. 
Ill go tell the parents something. 

Pankaj is about to talk. 

PUSHPAVALLI
Amma... wait.. 

PANKAJ
Dude... can we just take care?
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PUSHPAVALLI
Pankaj take this, get the boys ring 
also and then get them both blessed 
by guruji. And buy some time no. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Dont tell them about her face ok. 

PANKAJ
No no no... this stuff stays in the 
family, guys. 

Pushpavalli and her mother stare at Pankaj as he stares back 
as if to say “we are in this together guys”

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Go!

PUSHPAVALLI
Go!

Pankaj walks away.

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM (CONT'D)
And send the make up lady also.

PUSHPAVALLI
Pattudhuthu ma. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Vaa okaandiko. 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- POOJA ROOM- DAY4 4

Vidyuth’s aunt and mother stand around Guruji. Vidyuths dad, 
standing near the window

VIDYUTH’S DAD
Anandi! Inge va. 

Vidyuths mom goes to him. 

VIDYUTH’S MOM 
What happened? You think Guruji 
likes kesari with sugar or jaggery?-

VIDYUTH’S DAD 
Someone should move that lamp... so 
many women wearing silk. Safety 
hazard! 

VIDYUTH’S MOM
What am I saying, what are you 
saying?

Pankaj walks in. 
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PANKAJ
(to guruji)

-Excuse me sir-

PERIAMMA
Sir ille pa. Guruji.

PANKAJ
Guruji... Pushpavalli oda amma 
wanted you to bless this plate.

PERIAMMA
Plate ille pa, rings.

PANKAJ
Haan. Rings. Whatever. Just general 
area. Take your time with it. 
Family needs extra blessings no... 
father died off. Just really sad 
you know. Just take your time with 
it...Thats all. 

Guruji touches the plate and closes his eyes. 

INT. IN LAWS- VIDYUTH’S ROOM - DAY

The makeup woman is hiding the scar.

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Onn tholla thaanga mudile 
Pushpavalli. Yerkanave durguni. 
Adhukku mela garbini. 

PUSHPAVALLI
Meaning? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Already your bad luck. On top of 
that youre pregnant! 

Periamma knocks on the door

PERIAMMA
Oho who’s pregnant? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
(laughs) Nobody is pregnant. I am 
just getting her ready for the 
marriage

PERIAMMA
If marriage has to happen then 
first engagement has to happen. 

(MORE)
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But this girl is not finishing her 
makeup only. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
No no she is done. (pinches 
Pushpavalli and mumbles) Yendru 
di!(to Periamma) Neenge pongo 
maami. 

PERIAMMA
Our boy only has given you his room 
and now you want us only to go. 

Pushpavalli, her mom and Periamma stare at each other 
awkwardly and then break into laughter. Periamma leaves

PUSHPAVALLI
Amma I feel like vomitting ma

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
-Go on the stage and vomit!

Pushpavalli’s mom starts pushing Pushpavalli forward.

PUSHPAVALLI
Amma anga poi yepdi ma vomit 
pannaradu

INT. IN LAWS- OUTSIDE VIDYUTH’S ROOM- AT THE DOOR

Pushpavalli looks hassled and scans the crowd. She spots T-
boi hiding close to the entrance, shaking his head to say no

PUSHPAVALLI
Ma.. (looks at T boi saying no).. 
Ma kelu ma.. Adhu vandu...(touches 
chest) Amma... necklace kaanam ma! 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Necklace kaanama! 

PUSHPAVALLI
Necklace-eh kaanam ma

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Yenge tholache? 

PUSHPAVALLI
-Amma I had it my room then i went 
to the bathroom and then i slipped 
and fell-

Pankaj comes to them noticing the chaos. 

PERIAMMA (CONT'D)
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Yerumme maade valandirke ozhiye 
onnaku porupe kadayaadu 

PUSHPAVALLI
Ma its not my fault. Yenne ma 
solre. Its not like I picked it and 
gave it to somebody

PANKAJ
What happened? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Pankaj! Pankaj... my necklace got 
stolen pankaj!

PANKAJ
The gold one? Are you serious? 
Shit. Just start the ceremony and 
Ill find the necklace-

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
No no no! Already I am a widow. If 
she goes there with an empty neck 
means theyll think she’ll also a 
widow-

PUSHPAVALLI
Correct!

PANKAJ
What why would they think... she is 
not even married. I am sure no one 
will notice-

PUSHPAVALLI
-But we noticed it no pankaj! I 
cant get engaged like this! I wont 
get engaged like this. 

They continue panicking about the necklace noisily. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Nee vaaye moodu! 

PUSHPAVALLI
I am sorry ma. 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Pesade!

PUSHPAVALLI
Pesale na yepdi maa theriye varum 
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Idhe paar kathaade! 

PANKAJ
Ok.. Ok... OKAY RELAX EVERYBODY! 
CALM DOWN!..(to pushpavalli) When 
did you have it last on? 

PUSHPAVALLI
It was in the room... I was in the 
room...I think I lost it there 

PANKAJ
You think it was the makeup lady?

PUSHPAVALLI
No no! She is from a good family

Her mother agrees. 

PANKAJ
Did you see anyone else that looked 
suspicious around your room?...

PUSHPAVALLI
...mmm...There was a shirtless guy 
who kept hovering around my room-

PANKAJ
We’re at a brahmin wedding. Half 
the men here are shirtless..(a guy 
passes) Was it this guy?

PUSHPAVALLI
No no...not him... he had this uh.. 
(gestures shoulder)... You know 
that uh..

PANKAJ
A.. A plaster of paris sling... An 
arm sling of sorts-

PUSHPAVALLI
No pankaj!!! 

PANKAJ
Then what the fuck is it!

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Pankaj!!

PANKAJ
What? 
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Dont use bad words! 

PANKAJ
Sorry aunty-

PUSHPAVALLI
-A jhola! A jhola!! 

Mom smiles and agrees

PANKAJ
Ok... a jhola... Whats a jhola??

PUSHPAVALLI
A bag! 

PANKAJ
Jesus then say that no! 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM 
Pankaj!!

PANKAJ
What Aunty-

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Don’t say Jesus in a Brahmin 
wedding-

PUSHPAVALLI
Yenne ma time waste pannre! Pankaj 
please go find my necklace pankaj 
Take 20. Take 30 minutes, just go 
fnd it. Just go wherever you have 
to

Pankaj leaves 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
Amma yenne ma pannardu. Necklace-eh 
kaanam maa! Necklace-eh-

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Dont worry.. Dont worry... We will 
find it

Pushpavalli looks at T- Boi who gives her a thumbs up. 

PUSHPAVALLI
(serious) Amma va polaam!
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PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Haan Va polaa-... yennedu? 
Pushpavalli we cannot go without 
the necklace-

PUSHPAVALLI
Amma if the boys side find out the 
necklace was stolen, they will 
think our relatives are thieves! 
You want that? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
No No No! 

PUSHPAVALLI
If you want that means we’ll go to 
the room!

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
No no no!

PUSHPAVALLI
Come we’ll go on stage? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Va va va 

PUSHPAVALLI
So hot no ma in bangalore 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
Romba mukhiyam! 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- LAW- ON STAGE- DAY

Vidyuth, Vidyuth’s parents are standing. Vidyuths dad notices 
oil being poured into the lamp. 

VIDYUTH’S DAD
(to Vidyuths Mom) Pochu.. They are 
adding oil now... Safety-vikku no 
respect. 

Vidyuths mom gestures him to shut up. Pushpavalli and her mom 
enters. Pushpavalli passes Vidyuth and sits next to him. 
Vidyuth smiles and tries to start a conversation.

VIDYUTH
Hi... 

PUSHPAVALLI
Hi...
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VIDYUTH
How are you? 

PUSHPAVALLI
I am fine.

They stay silent. Vidyuth notices her saree.

VIDYUTH
Matching pink pink. Plan panniya? 

PUSHPAVALLI
...Ille

They stay silent. 

VIDYUTH
Very hot

PUSHPAVALLI
What! 

VIDYUTH
Ille... Weather... 
sweating...Bangalore-ikku unusual.. 
Nothing! 

Vidyuth berates himself silenty. 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- ENTRANCE- DAY

Nikhil, looking annoyed, walks in with his father who is 
holding a big plate of offerings. A kid who has been running 
around runs into Nikhil. 

NIKHIL
(moving kid away) Appa we’ve come 
to someone else’s wedding to tmeet 
this Guruji? 

LAKSHMAN
Engagement! 

NIKHIL
That doesnt matter. We are paying 
him more money right? 

Lakshman stops. Nikhil and Nikhils father stop as well. 

LAKSHMAN
Hello remember guruji is not some 
cab that you book from your app 
comes home give OTP 5 star and all. 

(MORE)
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Guruji is a train. Express Train. 
If you want to climb train means 
you have to go to station. Do you 
want to climb guruji or not? 

NIKHIL
What? 

LAKSHMAN
(to Nikhils father) Eh do you want 
to climb guruji or not! 

NIKHIL’S DAD 
Yes yes.. we want to !

NIKHIL
Appa...

LAKSHMAN
Sorry sir for temperring but 
sometimes these not so youngsters 
with gelled hair get to your head 
ok! 

They start walking.

NIKHIL
Appa! 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- LAW- ON STAGE- DAY

VIDYUTH
Your...hair is looking very nice. 
Long, Fresh, shiny... much better 
than last time.

PUSHPAVALLI
Its fake.

VIDYUTH
Oh... face is also fake-uh? 

PUSHPAVALLI
What?

VIDYUTH
Its looking nice no... 

Pushpavalli notices Nikhil. 

VIDYUTH (CONT'D)
Joke valli... I was making a 
joke..It .. It was a joke. 

LAKSHMAN (CONT'D)
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PUSHPAVALLI
(laughs extra hard) Just got it.

Vidyuth smiles. Pushpavalli continues laughing. Vidyuth looks 
confused looking at Pushpavalli being extra.

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- DRAWING ROOM- DAY

Pankaj is asking around the living room for a topless guy 
with Jhola. 

PANKAJ
Topless jhola. Topless jhola. 
Topless no. But jhola yes. Nice 
jhola huh... its linen blend or 
something? 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- STAGE AREA- DAY

Pushpavalli and Vidyuth are sitting on stage.

VIDYUTH
Valli you’ve been to US or what? 

PUSHPAVALLI
No.

VIDYUTH
Me neither.  

PUSHPAVALLI
Okay... 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- POOJA ROOM- DAY

Guruji is surrounded by Laxman, Nikhil and Nikhil’s father. 

NIKHIL
Appa, see the time. I need to 
leave. 

Bhavna Enters. 

BHAVNA 
Guruji the engagement is starting 
so if you could just...

She spots Nikhil & freezes. He notices her, goes back to 
looking at guruji. 
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LAXMAN
So if you could just what ma? 

BHAVNA
Uh...

LAXMAN
Engagement is starting...?

BHAVNA
(looking back and forth at 
Nikhil)

Blessing and all that of the couple-

LAXMAN
Blessings and all that huh... what 
else? Complimentary breakfast? Some 
jazz music? What do you want guruji 
to do? 

Bhavna continues looking back and forth. Nikhil realises. 

BHAVNA
Nothing like that-

LAXMAN
You dont want guruji to do 
anything? 

BHAVNA
I mean he can do whatever he wants-

LAXMAN
Of course he can do whatever he 
wants. Thats why he is guruji. No 
one can tell what guruji can do and 
cannot do. If guruji listens to 
everyone then guruji wont be 
guruji, guruji will be YOU. And who 
wants to be you? Not me guruji! 

BHAVNA
Ya.. Ya Guruji can come whenever he 
wants. 

LAXMAN
Of course he can come whenever he 
wants. 

Bhavna exits. 

NIKHIL
(to Lakshman) Who was that girl? 
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LAXMAN
She is that vayadi’s friend. 

NIKHIL
Who? 

LAXMAN
That one.. Thats getting engaged. 
Thollaiya pochu inda vayadi ode. 

Nikhil looks out of the window towards the stage. He notices 
Pushpavalli and Vidyuth on stage.

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- STAGE AREA- DAY

Pushpavalli notices Nikhil looking at her. She starts 
laughing

PUSHPAVALLI
I just got what you said. So funny 
you are! 

VIDYUTH
... Why are you being so extra 
today? huh?.. Before you weren’t 
like this...

PUSHPAVALLI
Um... Its my engagement Vidyuth! Of 
course Ill be excited no? 

VIDYUTH
Our engagement...Valli

Pushpavalli starts laughing. Vidyuth looks at her weirdly. 

VIDYUTH (CONT'D)
Nice Nice... 

VIDYUTH’S MOM
Get up both of you

PUSHPAVALLI
Where’s Pankaj ma? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S MOM
What Pankaj Pankaj. Get engaged 
first. 

Vidyuth takes Pushpavalli’s hand and slides the ring. 
Everybody claps but stop abruptly because the ring slips. 
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VIDYUTH
You’ve lost weight huh? 

PERIAMMA 
Only on the fingers? (giggles)

Pushpavalli and Vidyuth look at Maami. 

VIDYUTH
Thevaya periamma

PERIAMMA
What can I do if she is so fat? 

VIDYUTH
...(to Pushpavalli) Dont listen to 
her ok. No need to lose weight and 
all. Nice you look... like one 
Khushboo. Just if you can increase 
height means that’ll help. 

PUSHPAVALLI
You decrease no your height. We’ll 
match then. 

VIDYUTH
Oh... fiesty. I like it

She takes the ring and puts on his finger. Everybody claps. 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- LAWN-GURUJI AREA- DAY 

Nikhil is watching the engagement happen. Father asks him to 
bow down. Nikhil bends down to do the same. Pankaj enters, 
looks around, spots lakshman. Lakshman removes a handkerchief 
from his jhola and the chain is seen. Pankaj’s eyes widen. 

PANKAJ
Oh caught you red handed you 
topless son of a...(Notices Nikhil 
get up) biiiiiitch...!

Pankaj tries to catch Pushpavalli’s eye. 

EXT. IN LAWS HOUSE- ON STAGE- DAY

Pankaj gestures towards Pushpavalli. (Naveen and Sumukhi 
improvise)

PUSHPAVALLI
So youll be back in 2 weeks no? 
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VIDYUTH
(notices Pankaj)

Ya

PUSHPAVALLI
You want to go get blessings from 
the guruji? 

VIDYUTH
Ya... Who is that guy

PUSHPAVALLI
Who? Thats Pankaj. He is my friend. 

VIDYUTH
Oh your friends came. My one friend 
Cresvelle couldnt come. He is very 
jolly like youre being today! 

Pushpavalli starts laughing. As she does she, her pinnal hits 
the lamp and catches fire. She yanks the pinnal out. In the 
meantime Vidyuth looks for water. 

SAME TIME. EXT. IN LAWS- GURUJI AREA- DAY

Nikhil, his dad and Pankaj watch the stage in shock. Lakshman 
ushers Guruji in

PANKAJ
Oh what a first class dumbass!  

Pankaj notices that everyone’s attention is on stage and goes 
for the bag when Lakshman passes him. Nikhil is about to go 
towards the stage. 

DAD OF NIKHIL
Nikhil lets leave. Its too chaotic-

NIKHIL
-but thats my.. Thats-

DAD OF NIKHIL
Dont interfere in all this. Come!

PERIAMMA (V.O.)
Very bad sign. Very bad sign. 

FADE OUT
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INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- POOJA ROOM- NIGHT

Pushpavalli is sitting in front of Guruji. 

GURUJI
Amma is coming to my ashram. What 
will you do? 

PUSHPAVALLI’S 
Guruji what will I do in Bhopal 
alone.  I am going to stay back in 
Bangalore and spend time with 
Vidyuths parents.

GURUJI
before marriage?

PUSHPAVALLI
Ille Guruji. I’ll be staying at the 
PG. I am not going to be staying 
with them. 

GURUJI
So you have everything planned is 
it? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Ya guruji. 

GURUJI
(omnious) This time you will get 
what you want. But the fire will 
follow you. Nyabagam irrikatam. 

INT. IN LAWS HOUSE- VIDYUTHS ROOM- NIGHT

Pushpavalli switches on the lights and starts removing her 
jewels. There is a small knock on the window. Pushpavalli 
opens the window. 

T-BOI
Madam... aapka khufiyaa phone.. 

She takes the phone and begins to shut window when T boi 
stops her

T-BOI (CONT'D)
Mera payment? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Kaam toh tune kiya nahi. 
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T-BOI
Arey! Madam bataya toh aapko ki 
Nikhil sir aa rahe hain ki nahi- 

PUSHPAVALLI
Woh CCTV pe dikhne waala tha. CCTV 
band pada hai kyunki tune theek 
kiya hi nahi!-

T-BOI
Madam jab tak woh theek karaane ke 
liye nahi bulaenge mai kaise theek 
karoon? 

PUSHPAVALLI
aur Nikhil ke consignment ka date? 
Pata kiya?

T-BOI
...Madam... bat cheeth jaari hai... 

Pushpavalli starts shutting the window on his face

T-BOI (CONT'D)
Bina payment ki kitni hi baat cheet 
karoon woh bhindi manager se?

She slowly opens window, takes the necklace, gives pendant

T-BOI (CONT'D)
Thank you madam.

PUSHPAVALLI
yeh chain CCTV theek karne ke baad 
doongi... Aur kal uss QA manager-

T-BOI
(blank) kaun? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Tch! Bhindi manager se mere saamne 
consignment ka date nikaalega. 
Samjha? (about to close window) 

T-BOI
Madam... ek last doubt.... 

Pushpavalli slowly opens the window. 

T-BOI (CONT'D)
Aap Nikhil sir badla le kyun rahi 
hain? ... Nikhil sir ke bhindi ka 
business aapke pita ka tha? Woh 
aapke pita ke kaatil hain? 
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She stares at him incredulously. The door starts banging 
loudly. 

PUSHPAVALLI
Nikal yahaan se? 

Pushpavalli opens the door to Pankaj. 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
Pankaj!..Just give me 2 minutes ill 
change-

PANKAJ
Dont act..is that you weren’t 
opening the door in the earlier?
To get him here...

PUSHPAVALLI
..who? 

PANKAJ
Nikhil.... What the fuck was he 
doing here? 

PUSHPAVALLI
What! Nikhil? What was he doing 
here?  

PANKAJ
You tell me what he was doing here.

PUSHPAVALLI
I don’t know Pankaj. You saw him!  
Who was he here with?

PANKAJ
I don’t know...he was with this old 
guy-

PUSHPAVALLI
Oh my god he came here with the 
police didnt he, to speak to my mom 
and tell her the truth! If she 
finds out she will have a stroke!

PANKAJ
No. No. I think it was his uncle or 
his dad or something-

PUSHPAVALLI
But my mom was with me! Wait he 
came to meet Vidyuth! No no no 
Pankaj he cannot speak to Vidyuth! 

(MORE)
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PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)

(MORE)

27.

If Nikhil tells him everything then 
he will leave me pankaj! Finally I 
am in love.

PANKAJ
Vidyuth was with you on stage! He 
came, spoke to the Guruji, he saw 
your hair burn and then he left! 

PUSHPAVALLI
How did he even know that I was 
getting engaged? Who told him! Did 
you tell him?

PANKAJ
Why the fuck would I tell him? 

PUSHPAVALLI
Then who told him! 

PANKAJ
I dont know man! (drops voice) oh 
wait... 

PUSHPAVALLI
What? 

PANKAJ
Nothing Nothing... 

PUSHPAVALLI
Tell me pankaj! 

PANKAJ
Maybe... I might have mentioned it 
to swati-

PUSHPAVALLI
Why would you tell Swati!

PANKAJ
I said maybe i told her...

PUSHPAVALLI
She would have told Nikhil! You 
know how close they are-

PANKAJ
They aren’t close-

PUSHPAVALLI
Why do I even bother? Why do I even 
bother moving on because I am not 
allowed to make even one mistake! 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)

28.

And Vidyuth... I really love himI 
really do and I dont want him to 
get into all of this. What am i 
supposed to do? Because Nikhil will 
ruin everything. Am I not allowed 
to be happy Pankaj? Is that what 
this is? 

Pushpavalli sits down dejected.

PANKAJ
Maybe this was a coincidence... 
Maybe he came here to meet the 
Guruji...Vidyuth is your future so 
focus on him. 

PUSHPAVALLI
... you’re right. I should focus on 
Vidyuth. I should tell Vidyuth 
everything!-

PANKAJ
No no youre not going to tell him 
about this-

PUSHPAVALLI
Let me tell him Pankaj. He really 
likes me! He... He is the love of 
my life

PANKAJ
Are you crazy? He will freak out if 
he finds out what kind og fucked up 
shit youve done in your life

PUSHPAVALLI
The base of any marriage is 
honesty. Ill be honest with him

PANKAJ
You can be honest with him about 
everything else but not this. 

PUSHPAVALLI
Please Pankaj Let me just tell him. 

PANKAJ
Dude just calm your fucking blouse 
and get your shit together and lets 
go. 

PUSHPAVALLI
Are you sure? 

PUSHPAVALLI (CONT'D)
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PANKAJ
Not really but yes.

Pankaj Exits. Pushpavalli looks at the mirror, stops crying 
and wipes her tears. 

Writers note: The episode was written in a different order. 
It was changed on the edit to make the episode better by 
Debbie, Sumukhi and the editors. We werent hurt by this, AT 
ALL.
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